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Figure 1. Rats’ long-term retention benefits from practicing memory retrieval.
(A,B) Schematic representation of experimental design. After rats foraged for food in four (ran-
domly selected) baited arms (study phase; baited arms are illustrated in red throughout the fig-
ure), they waited during a retention interval before they were allowed to find the four remaining 
baits at previously inaccessible arms (test phase; all eight arms accessible). To prompt memory 
retrieval, the rats were placed in the central hub immediately after the study phase but before 
completing the retention interval (B); on other occasions the rats remained in their cages (A) 
instead of receiving an extra placement in the hub. Aside from the presence vs. absence of the 
extra hub placement, the trials depicted in (A) and (B) are identical. The retention interval be-
tween study and test was approximately 5, 13, or 59 minutes, and the hub placement occurred 
at the beginning of the retention interval. (C) Hub placement improved long-term retention, as 
shown by higher accuracy to obtain the last four baited arms in the test phase. The vertical 
axis plots the proportion of baited arms visited in the first four choices of the test phase and is 
truncated. Error bars represent one SEM. * P < 0.05 hub versus no-hub conditions.
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The view that the human mind is 
a repository of stored items dates 
at least to Aristotle and Plato and 
continues to dominate investigations 
of human memory [1]. This view fits 
with our intuitions that we study 
information as the optimal method 
to store information in memory and 
that retrieval of information functions 
only to assess what information 
was previously stored. Yet modern 
research on human memory suggests 
that retrieving information during a 
test facilitates later memory of that 
information [2–6]. Because human 
memory is intertwined with language, 
it is difficult to resist the conclusion 
that language is essential for this 
key aspect of human cognition. Here 
we show that practising memory 
retrieval improves long-term retention 
in a nonhuman species. We report 
evidence that rats’ long-term memory 
performance is enhanced if they had 
previously retrieved specific items 
stored in memory. 

To test whether rats benefit from 
practising memory retrieval, we first 
trained them in an eight-arm radial 
maze (Figure 1A,B). Each arm was 
baited with a small piece of food 
once per day (shown in red in the 
figure); when the rat visited an arm, it 
consumed the food, and so a revisit to
a food-depleted location is considered
an error. In the study phase, the 
rat chose from four open doors 
(randomly selected), thereby depleting 
these arms of food, while closed 
doors prevented it from entering the 
remaining four arms. At the end of a 
retention interval, the rat was always 
placed in the central hub, and after a 
brief additional delay, all eight doors 
opened and the rat searched for the 
last four baited locations (test phase). 

Because the rats had extensive 
experience with hub placement 
followed by a test, we hypothesized 

Correspondences
that hub placement prompted memory 
retrieval. To test the hypothesis that 
hub-placement-induced memory 
retrieval improved subsequent 
memory performance, we compared 
performance in the test phase after 
receiving an extra hub placement or 
no-placement treatments. To promote 
memory retrieval, we placed the rat in 
the hub immediately after completion 
of the study phase with all doors 
closed (as would normally occur at the 
start of a test phase), but instead of 
opening the doors, we removed the rat 
from the maze for the remainder of the 
retention interval. On other randomly 
selected days, the rat remained in 
its cage throughout the retention 
interval and did not receive an extra 
hub placement. We hypothesized 
that the extra hub placement, which 
occurred immediately after studying, 
would prompt memory retrieval 
and ultimately improve long-term 
retention. If this prediction is correct, 
then performance on a delayed 
test should be superior when it was 
preceded by the extra hub placement. 

Placement in the hub improved 
long-term retention, as shown by 

 
 

higher accuracy to obtain the last 
four baited locations in the test 
phase (Figure 1C). Hub placement 
immediately after studying improved 
accuracy when the memory 
assessment was conducted after 
approximately 13 minute (t(7) = 
2.65, p < 0.05) or 59 minute (t(7) = 
2.37, p < 0.05) retention intervals; by 
contrast with a minimal retention-
interval challenge, errors were rare 
(performance was at ceiling) and 
accuracy did not differ between 
hub and no-hub conditions (t < 1). 
Overall, accuracy was higher after 
hub placement compared to no-hub 
placement (F(1,7) = 44.46, p < 0.001) 
and declined as retention intervals 
increased (F(2,14) = 5.06, p < 0.05) as 
expected. Although hub baiting and 
retention interval variables did not 
significantly interact (F(2,14) = 1.6,  
p > 0.05), this measure equally 
weights all retention-interval 
conditions (including one short, 5 
minute, and two long-term, 13 and 
59 minute, conditions). Thus, we 
conducted a more sensitive measure 
of the impact of hub bating on long-
term retention by averaging the 13 
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Social transmission of information 
is vital for many group-living 
animals, allowing coordination of 
motion and effective response to 
complex environments. Revealing 
the interaction networks underlying 
information flow within these groups 
is a central challenge [1]. Previous 
work has modeled interactions 
between individuals based directly 
on their relative spatial positions: 
each individual is considered to 
interact with all neighbors within a 
fixed distance (metric range [2]), a 
fixed number of nearest neighbors 
(topological range [3]), a ‘shell’ of 
near neighbors (Voronoi range [4]), 
or some combination (Figure 1A). 
However, conclusive evidence to 
support these assumptions is 
lacking. Here, we employ a novel 
approach that considers individual 
movement decisions to be based 
explicitly on the sensory information 
available to the organism. In other 
words, we consider that while spatial 
relations do inform interactions 
between individuals, they do so 
indirectly, through individuals’ 
detection of sensory cues. We 
reconstruct computationally the 
visual field of each individual 
throughout experiments designed to 
investigate information propagation 
within fish schools (golden shiners, 
Notemigonus crysoleucas). Explicitly 
considering visual sensing allows 
us to more accurately predict the 
propagation of behavioral change 
in these groups during leadership 
events. Furthermore, we find that 
structural properties of visual 
interaction networks differ markedly 
from those of metric and topological 
counterparts, suggesting that 
previous assumptions may not 
minute and 59 minute conditions and 
then compared this average to the 5 
minute condition; the impact of hub 
baiting on long-term retention was 
larger than in the 5 minute condition 
(t(7) = 2.80, p < 0.05). 

We propose that hub placement 
prompted memory retrieval because 
rats expected a memory test after 
hub placement. Our data suggest 
that memory retrieval shortly after 
studying promotes subsequent 
long-term retention. Importantly, the 
memory test occurred early in the 
retention interval, thereby leaving a 
substantial amount of time before 
the test (up to approximately an 
hour), during which it is unlikely 
that the rats continued to maintain 
an active representation of the 
retrieved memory; the rats were 
physically removed from the room 
containing the maze during these 
long delays. Importantly, the 
observed improvement in accuracy 
cannot be attributed to memory of 
the hub placement per se because 
such memory would not provide 
information about baited or unbaited 
arms. Moreover, it is unlikely that hub 
placement improved navigational 
accuracy by providing enhanced 
access to extra-maze cues [7] 
because the opaque hub restricted 
access to global room cues relative 
to placement in the cage near the 
maze. 

We outline three potential 
mechanisms by which memory 
retrieval may confer benefits on 
subsequent memory performance. 
Hub placement may have prompted: 
memory retrieval of study arms or 
a representation of to-be-visited 
arms [8]; activation of an association 
between the hub and the previously 
studied arms [9] (for example, the 
hub is a fragment of the baited 
configuration, which may activate 
an association to the baited arms); 
or reconsolidation of memory 
after retrieval [10]. Any proposed 
mechanism would need to operate 
on item-specific information given 
that a unique configuration of arms 
was used on each trial. We used 
item-specific information because 
it is standard for human memory 
experiments and it has potential for 
modeling retrieval practice using 
nonhumans.

Despite strong everyday intuitions 
that studying for a test is the optimal 
strategy to promote success, there is 
a large body of research with people 
to suggest that taking a test ultimately 
promotes better memory performance 
[2–6]. Our findings support the view 
that nonhumans may be used to 
model fundamental aspects of human 
memory. This study provides insight 
into the fundamental question of why 
we remember. Our results suggest that 
one function of memory retrieval in 
nonhumans is to ultimately promote 
future memory success. The benefits 
of practicing memory retrieval are 
apparently quite old in the evolutionary 
timescale, which suggests that the 
origins of practice-induced memory 
benefits predate language. 

Supplemental Information
Supplemental Information includes Supple-
mental Experimental Procedures and can be 
found with this article online at http://dx.doi.
org/10.1016/j.cub.2013.07.044.
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Supplemental Experimental Procedures 

Animals 

 Eight male Long-Evans rats (Rattus norvegicus [Harlan]; 67 days old and 248 g, 

on average, at the start of the experiment) were housed individually in a colony (light 

onset at 600, offset at 1800). The rats participated in a pilot study in which they had 

extensive experience with study-test sequences in the radial maze. Water was available 

ad lib, except during brief testing periods. Each rat was given 45-mg pellets (F0165, 

Bio-Serv) during daily experimental sessions and 15-20 g/day of 5012-Rodent-Diet (Lab 

Diet). All procedures were approved by the institutional animal care and use committee 

and followed national guidelines. 

Apparatus 

 The 8-arm radial maze (described in [S1, S2]) had a central hub and 8 arms and 

guillotine doors. A food trough and a 45-mg pellet dispenser were located at the distal 

end of each arm. A photobeam in the trough detected head entries. Other photobeams 

were 3.8 and 5.1 cm from guillotine doors. White noise masked outside noise. 

Experimental events (guillotine doors and food) were controlled by a computer. Data 

were recorded (10-ms resolution) with MED-PC software (version 4.1).  

Preliminary training 
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 Pellets were placed along each arm and in the food trough during 3 daily 10-min 

pretraining trials. During initial training (10 sessions, 1 trial/session), rats were 

individually placed in the central hub and all eight doors were opened. A visit was 

defined by the interruption of a food-trough photobeam; interruption of the photobeam 

near the guillotine door was required before the next interruption of a food-trough 

photobeam counted as a visit. Food was dispensed into a food trough contingent upon 

interrupting the food-trough photobeam. Each arm dispensed one pellet per day. Each 

session ended when food was earned at each accessible arm or when 15 min elapsed.  

Next, study and test phases were separated by an approximately 3-min retention 

interval (49 sessions, 1 trial/session). In the study phase, the rat was placed in the 

central hub for 1 min, four of the eight doors (randomly selected) opened, and a pellet 

was earned at each accessible arm. After the retention interval, the test phase began 

with the rat in the hub for 1 min followed by the opening of all eight doors. One pellet 

was available at each of the four arms that were previously inaccessible in the study 

phase. Each session ended when available food was earned or when 15 min elapsed. 

Hub placement and no-hub placement conditions 

 Hub placement and no-hub placement trials (20 sessions, 1 trial/session) 

occurred on randomly selected days using retention intervals that were approximately 5, 

13, or 59 min.   

 No-hub placement condition. Each trial was divided into (1) study phase, (2) 

retention interval, and (3) test phase, as described above. At the end of the study phase 

(described above), the rat was removed from the maze and placed in its home cage 

while the maze was cleaned. Next, the rat was returned to the central hub for 1 min 
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after which all doors opened and the rat completed the test phase, as described above. 

The rat remained in its home cage throughout the retention interval.  

 Hub placement condition. Each trial was divided into (1) study phase, (2) 

retention interval, and (3) test phase, as described above. At the end of the study phase 

(described above), the rat was removed from the maze and placed in its home cage 

while the maze was cleaned. Next, the rat was immediately placed in the central hub for 

1 min with all eight doors closed, at which point  the rat was returned to its home cage 

for the remainder of the retention interval. Finally, the rat was returned to the central hub 

for 1 min after which all doors opened and the rat completed the test phase, as 

described above.  

Data analysis 

 A visit to an arm was defined to occur when a photobeam was first interrupted in 

the food trough located at the distal end of the arm; a photobeam interruption at the 

entrance to an arm was required before the next trough entry was recorded as a visit. 

An arm visit was counted as an error if the arm had been visited earlier in the trial. The 

proportion correct was measured by the number of visits to baited arms in the first four 

choices of the test phase divided by four.  
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